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tells us why we should believe in Jesus’ resurrection, evidentially speaking

As Christians we have good reasons for affirming Christianity’s truth on the basis of God’s 
resurrecting of Jesus from the dead. My purpose here is to make a brief evidential case in support 
of this claim.

New Testament Evidence
Exegete Gary Habermas, having considered over 3000 academic articles on Jesus’ passion,
discovered that the majority of scholars agreed on that [1] Jesus was crucified, [2] buried in a
tomb, [3] that the tomb was found empty, and [4] that Paul, James and the disciples had
resurrection experiences of Jesus. Historians widely attest to these facts from our New Testament
sources. My contention is that the resurrection hypothesis best explains these facts. An empty
tomb coupled with Jesus’ resurrection appearances to his earliest followers, skeptics, and
enemies alike certainly favours the resurrection hypothesis.

Early and Independent Attestation
An event in history attested to in two independent sources is given value among historians. The
more independent historical sources affirming an event the more probable it is that it occurred.
Therefore, turning to Jesus’ resurrection we have no less than eight (possibly nine if we include
Josephus Flavius) early and independent sources testifying to this. We have attestation in Mark,
Matthew, Luke, John, Acts, Paul, Clement of Rome, and Polycarp. Of these eight sources two of
them are very early: Paul’s creed (1 Cor. 15:1-11), and early Christian preaching (Acts 2).
Moreover, all our New Testament sources (plus Clement of Rome) provide 1st century witness to
Jesus’ resurrection appearances.

Willingness to Suffer and Die
Eleven historical sources testify to the willingness of the apostles to suffer and risk their lives for their
belief in the resurrection. Professor Craig Keener explains, “These disciples plainly believed that
Jesus had risen; and not only that, but that they had seen him alive.” Nine of these sources
specifically attest to their resurrection proclamation. None, however, defected from this belief
even when faced with stoning and crucifixion. According to Habermas “The apostles died [and
suffered] for holding to their own testimony that they had personally seen the risen Jesus.”
Scholar Sanders says “They believed this, they lived it, and they died for it.” It would be
unwarranted to doubt the sincerity of their belief.
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